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Avatar the last airbender cartoon characters

Sign up for the BuzzFeed Quizzes Newsletter - Binge on the latest quizzes delivered right into your inbox with the Quizzes newsletter! On February 21 and the next day, there was a social media party trending on Twitter. Why? Fans took to the streets online – and in some cases a convention space – to celebrate the anniversary of
Nickelodeon's beloved Avatar: The Last Airbender series. An animated wonder praised for its rich stories, the show premiered on the network in 2005 and ran until 2008. Such was the draw that several generations in a family would be glued to the screen to watch the journey of the 12-year-old avatar Aang, his element-bending friends,
and lessons obtained from growing up, family dysfunction, and war. It's really been 15 years since the kids' series created by Bryan Konietzko and Michael Dante DiMartino first launched on Nick, but the impact and presence hasn't faded. If you're not familiar with The Last Airbender or if it's been several years since you've been
mesmerized by its awesomeness, here are a few reasons to check it out now. Avatar: The Last Airbender | NickRewind/YouTube Your perspective has probably changed after 15 years of yours who absorbed ATLA when your kids were undoubtedly appreciated the animation, humor, action and warmth in the story, but what about some of
the more complex dynamics? There was war, family feuds, inner conflicts (just look at Aang's struggle), death, romance, pain and spiritual themes that may or may not have sunk in at a young age. Many fans have re-watched the show as adults and found a number of scenes and storylines to be intense, emotional and moving. The
friendships, adversarial relationships, and family ties in ATLA are relatable and along with the action, yield daily lessons. Check it out like an adult! 'Avatar: The Last Airbender' is an award-winning series with a talented cast and great writing Sometimes it's OK to brag about the performance of a TV show. The animation, songs, voice
acting, storylines and cool bending skills all contributed to the draw of the series. During his time on television, Avatar: The Last Airbender earned an Emmy, a Kids' Choice Award, and an acclaimed Peabody Award. In addition, the team behind ATLA created a thoughtful and compelling story that borrowed elements from various spiritual
and martial arts systems. As mentioned in the video below, each bending style was inspired by a different practice, such as Tai Chi, Baguazhang, or Shaolin Kung Fu. And what about the actors behind the voices? Among the talents are Mark Hamill, Mae Whitman, Dante Basco, Jason Isaacs and Zach Tyler Eisen. It's preparing for the
live-action series You don't have to be a card-carrying member of the fandom for The Last Airbender of The Legend of Korra to be excited for a live-action incarnation of the original series. Konietzko and and are set to bring the characters and the Four Nations to life for Netflix which is based on the first version. But if you want a refresher
course (or introduction) when it comes to Aang, Appa, Katara and Fire Lord Ozai's murderous quest for domination, then it's a good idea to spend some time watching the animated version again. In 2018, when the Netflix reboot was first announced, The Hollywood Reporter noted that Konietzko and DiMartino have plans to honor the
original: We can't wait to realize Aang's world as cinematically as we always thought, and with a culturally appropriate, non-whitewashed cast. It's a unique opportunity to build on everyone's amazing work on the original animated series and go even deeper into the characters, the story, the action and the world-building. Netflix is fully
committed to manifesting our vision for this retelling, and we are incredibly grateful to be working with them. The series is expected to go into production in early 2020 and will air later this year. Can you believe Nickelodeon has been around since 1977? During his reign, it has launched programming aimed at young children and teens, but
adults have found some memorable and classic gems in the lineup as well. One of the network's most universally beloved series is Avatar: The Last Airbender, the animated adventure epic centered on Aang and his friends. Yip yip! For those familiar with the show, it may feel like it was centuries ago that we were first introduced to Aang,
Appa, Zuko, Sokka, Katara, Fire Lord Ozai and Toph. Exactly 15 years have passed since the series hit Nickelodeon and created a cult following that keeps The Last Airbender alive through conventions, cosplay, and lively internet discussions. But last week, the milestone became a special moment. Scene from 'Avatar: The Last
Airbender' | NickRewind/YouTube's 'Avatar: The Last Airbender' is celebrated while there are a number of cartoons that are held in high regard, Avatar: The Last Airbender is one whose reach touched on generations. In his fanbase, you will find people who remember watching during childhood but fell in love with it all over again in
adulthood. There are also adults who were addicted to the jump. February 21 marked the official 15th anniversary of the series and online, fans recognized the special occasion with multiple festive discussions on Twitter and Reddit. It is praised for its writing, professional accolades, spirituality, beauty, and overall greatness. Commenters
are even posting clips of their favorite scenes. Nickelodeon held a panel for the anniversary of the series that voice actor Dante Basco (Zuko) and director Volpe featured. As Redditors point out, the series ranks on IMDb's list as one of the greatest shows of all time and earned a Peabody Award for content and multidimensional
characters. A A poll asked which Nick show is the best Get lost in the busy virtual forest that is Twitter will sometimes have you against some interesting finds, including surveys that ask you to think about random things. Sometimes, social media users are asked about their favorite Nickelodeon cartoon of them all, and in one, Avatar: The
Last Airbender garnered 53%. Behind it was SpongeBob Squarepants. Other contenders were Rugrats, Invader Zim, Ren &amp; Stimpy, Hey Arnold and The Fairly OddParents. Although ATLA's spin-off sequel, The Legend of Korra doesn't get as much talk or love as the original, it also scored high ratings with critics. Fans are reminded
that a live-action version is coming Since 2018, diehard fans of Avatar: The Last Airbender are waiting for news about Netflix's live-action adaptation of the show. Original creators Bryan Konietzko and Michael Dante DiMartino are helming the new project that is rumored to debut this year. Not much is known about the casting of the new
series, but according to Netflix's description, viewers will be brought to the start when the four nations lived in harmony and the changes that disrupted that harmony. And yes, it will be Aang's journey. While some fans are worried that this latest episode will be a mistake like the M. Knight Shyamalan movie, others are looking forward to
seeing what the promoters on Team Avatar will do. In the meantime you buy the 15th Anniversary Limited Edition SteelBook Collection, which now includes all seasons and exclusive illustrations. Since reviving on Netflix earlier this year, Avatar: The Last Airbender has been well received by viewers. Although new episodes no longer
aired on Nickelodeon 12 years ago, the show remains as popular as ever. Despite being only available for streaming since May 28, Avatar: The Last Airbender is shattering Netflix's streaming records and is a mainstay in their Daily Top 10, according to Newsweek. Fans of the show, both new and old, are deeply absorbed by the show's
superior writing, impeccable character development and deep thematic elements. Avatar: The Last Airbender | Courtesy Nickelodeon Two recurring themes of the show are morality and human connection to the mind, which the show's writers found creative ways to convey. One way, in particular, was to illustrate the seven deadly sins in
some of the show's main characters. Find out below which mortal sin applies to which character. Prince Zuko's pride brings him many hardships Prince Zuko is one of the most complex characters on Avatar: The Last Airbender. Zuko has many layers to his personality, but his pride seems stronger than any other quality. Fuelled by his
desire to regain honor and reclaim his place in Fire Nation royalty, the disgraced prince scours the earth Looking for the Avatar. Despite his admirable dedication, Zuko's drive to catch Aang often borders on obsession and often leads him into compromising situations. On several occasions, he risks his life to catch Aang, such as when he
applies the Blue Spirit persona to get Aang out of Admiral Zhao's clutches. After nearly dying in a snowstorm in the process of kidnapping Aang, it becomes clear to viewers that Zuko will stop at nothing to justify himself. Sokka envies the natural abilities of benders Sokka is one of the few central characters of Avatar who is a non-bender.
Because of his inability to bend water, he is forced to rely on other skills, such as hand-to-hand combat and guerrilla warfare. Although he was initially portrayed as powerless and goofy, he eventually stands out as a resourceful battle strategist and a quick thinker. Regardless, Sokka carries grief due to his lack of bending ability, and in the
season 3 episode Sokka's Master, he expresses the feeling inferior as a result of this. During the episode, he goes out of his way to find a swords master who can help further his skills in battle, later proving to the team how valuable he is. Ozai's greed caused the fall of the Fire Nation Fire Lord Ozai is the most ruthless and intimidating



character on Avatar. His unquenchable thirst for power terrorizes the other three nations, as he enslaves many members of the Earth Kingdom and leads the Air Nomads to extinction. Ozai's grand aspirations become clearer over the course of the show, as he reveals to Azula his plans of relinquiscing his title as Fire Lord and becoming
the Phoenix King, ruler of the world. Fortunately, before he is able to use Sozin's Comet to burn down the Earth Kingdom and achieve its goal, Aang is able to take away his bending power and restore peace. Aang lusts for a romantic relationship with Katara RELATED: 'Avatar: The Last Airbender' Writer Reveals Redemption Arc for
Azula, Fandom reacts From the moment he meets her, it is clear that Aang has a great crush on Katara. Falling in love with both her beauty and fierceness in battle, Aang constantly struggles with the idea of having a romantic relationship with her. However, because of his responsibilities as the Avatar, he is not allowed to have
attachment to worldly connections- especially human love. Aang rejects this notion in season two when a guru tells him to let go of his feelings for her in order to open his Thought Chakra. Frustrated, he abandons his training to master the Avatar state and runs away to save Katara, blocking his chakra in the Azula's wrath is felt by friends
and enemies Princess Azula is sadistic and manipulative, characterized as very unstable. Her hair-trigger mood is often caused by the slightest discomfort, and no one is safe from feeling her wrath. Throughout the show, show, is portrayed as a powerful leader and a fire-ing prodigy, but she lacks compassion and shows no empathy for
her friends and family.  Eventually, Azula's fierce demeanor and fiery anger lead to her downfall, as her best friends leave her and cause her to lose control mentally and emotionally.  MoMo's gluttony inconveniences the crew Aang's pet lemur MoMo has a mission in life-to find food. He plays an important role in helping the crew overcome
various obstacles in Avatar, but for the most part, he only cares about food.  Its insatiable appetite hinders the crew on a number of occasions, especially when the crew is detained in the city of Omashu. Aang tries to let MoMo slip through a vent to find help, but MoMo can't get through the vent because he swallowed himself with fruit.
Iroh's laziness gets the best of him uncle Iroh's easy-going attitude and carefree outlook on life make him a favorite for many viewers. However, his lack of crowds often upsets his cousin, Zuko, and slows down their crew's efforts to catch the Avatar.  Zuko constantly beat his uncle for his inability to take their quest more seriously, while
Iroh does his best to make Zuko appreciate the little things in life.  Iroh's devil-may-care attitude gets him into trouble when he falls asleep in a hot spring during a temporary break; Earth Nation soldiers are able to catch him and try to take him back to Ba Sing Se to stand trial for his war crimes.  Crimes. 
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